GETTING AWAY >>> SAIL | PADDLE | HIKE...

The orthern San Juans:
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24 miles.
That’s how far away the little beach
on Patos Island is from downtown
Bellingham. Roughly the same distance
as Sedro Woolley or Richmond, BC. But
standing here, on this wind-swept sandstone and cobble beach, I am transported
to a different state of being.
The sounds are what strike me first;
the gentle lapping of the water, the chittering of an eagle in its roost atop an ancient
cedar, the guttural exhalations of curious
seals. But let’s not overlook the visuals:
the blue-green of the Salish Sea, the swirling tapestries of scalloped sandstone, the
gleaming bark of twisted madrones. And
the smells: rich, sweet chowder aromas
of seaweed and salt air.
We’re alone in Active Cove,
on the far side of Patos, the
northern-most extremity
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of the San Juan Islands. Beyond us, it’s
all Canada. A heron stalks the shallows,
its piercing eyes probing the currents for
hors d’oeuvres. The sun breaks through the
clouds and a breeze comes up, ruffling the
pale spring grass atop the headland. What
a sensory feast for winter-weary landlubbers these islands are! So close, yet a different reality altogether.
Distracted as we are by the
omnipresent scenic riches of the Pacific
Northwest’s mountains and forests, the
San Juans are often overlooked by mainland adventurer-types who tend to associate them with the ubiquitous bed and
breakfasts and knick-knack shops of
Friday Harbor or Eastsound. But
to the north, a trio of wild uninhabited islands offers quite
a different experience.
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The San Juan archipelago consists of anywhere from 170 to 700 islands,
depending on who’s doing the counting and where the line is drawn between
an honest-to-God island and a protruding rock with a gnarled tree on it.
Aside from the major islands, like Orcas, San Juan and Lopez, the rest of the
chain is sparsely populated, unless you count the eagles, herons and seals.
Heading north, the last islands before Canadian waters are Matia, Sucia
and Patos, all Washington State Marine
Parks, all devoid of knick-knack stores
(or any structures beyond the odd caretaker’s hut, outhouse and lighthouse).
There are other marine parks scattered throughout the San Juans, but
these three are truly something special.
Favored with a gentle and graceful
beauty, they provide a soothing contrast to the sharp-edged drama of the
Cascade-dominated northwest landscape. Although commonly thought
of as the exclusive domain of yachting
types, these islands have a wealth of opportunities for exploration via wind,
paddle or feet.
Getting there is half the fun. Setting sail from Bellingham, one is quickly transported by the changing perspective of the receding mainland as the
busy comings and goings of the I-5 corridor fade to insignificance and the
scene is dominated—as it should be—by the sweep of dark forests, the epic
cone of Mount Baker, and the staggering enormity of the wide open sky.

Discover Bellingham
by Kayak this Spring
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Beyond us,
it’s all Canada.

Their names reveal a Spanish heritage—Matia, Sucia and Patos—and
while today our modern pronunciations may be suspect, the northern islands are a wonderland of sea-sculpted coastlines, soaring bluffs, and magical
forests of wind-tossed madrones.
Over the years I have been fortunate enough to have made many sojourns to these halcyon shores, exploring the complicated coastlines under
sail or ensconced in the cockpit of a kayak. I’ve hiked the trail systems of
all three and explored countless empty beaches, shadow-filled grottoes,
and deep forests filled with joyous bird music. I’ve visited in every season,
enduring the bumper-boat atmosphere of mid-summer and also experienccontinued >>>
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ing the unique joy of having an entire
Ewing Cove, Sucia Island
island to myself in the dead of winter.
In the course of these explorations I’ve
developed a serious love affair with the
windswept beaches, lush green forests,
and sandstone bewitchery of these remarkable islands.
Of course, at the peak of summer
the islands are busy with pleasure craft
making pilgrimages to what has long
been a world-famous boating Mecca.
Mooring buoys are snatched up quickly
and the more popular spots, such as
Echo or Fossil Bay on Sucia, will be
party-central for weekend sailors. A
good strategy to avoid the hubbub is
to visit in spring, before the armadas
arrive. And at this hopeful time of the
year, when renewal is in the air, these
islands exert a particularly powerful and
mysterious attraction for us landlubbers, promising a preview of warm sunny afternoons to come. They
also offer a wealth of recreational activities sufficient to satisfy the
restless spirit of adventurous souls seeking to emerge, like butterflies, from the grey chrysalis of winter.

Coming from Bellingham, your introduction to the northern marine parks
is Matia Island, just beyond tiny Puffin
Island, which is a bird sanctuary and
off-limits to us two-legged types. You’ll
have to content yourself with sailing
past Puffin and enjoying the symphony
of seabirds from afar. Matia rises across
a small channel, a wonderfully littledeveloped island that is largely covered
with untracked forest. A small trail
circuit does exist, however, and it’s accessed from Rolfe Cove, a scenic inlet
on the island’s west side. Offering a few
mooring buoys and a dock (removed in
winter), Rolfe Cove also features a small
campground in the woods at the head of
the cove. Head east on the trail circuit
for explorations of the south side of the
island. The trail winds through sundappled forest to several delightful little pocket beaches and coves.
On the east side of Matia there are two small unmarked inlets with splendid anchoring possibilities, although both are semiexposed and might be a poor choice in questionable weather. Be
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careful here—the inlets are ringed with reefs and become quite
shallow at low tide. The southern-most inlet, which I have dubbed
Scalloped Cove, provides access to beautiful sandstone escarpments
and an isolated little beach, easily reached by a short paddle in a
dinghy or kayak. A night spent in this isolated inlet will satisfy the
seeker of solitude—in all likelihood you’ll be sharing the sunset with
only the seals and eagles.

If Ewing Cove is full, a host of alternate anchorages are available, including the aforementioned Fossil Bay, Shallow Bay and Fox
Cove. Although these are all busier than Ewing, the scenery is nearly
as good. Fossil Bay offers the most in terms of facilities—a dock,
restrooms, camping, etc.—while Shallow Bay offers easy access to
the scenic Lawson Bluff and China Cave, a labyrinthine cliff face of
scooped and hollowed sandstone, excavated by the patient elements.

And at this hopeful time of the year, when
renewal is in the air, these islands exert
a particularly powerful and mysterious
attraction for us landlubbers, promising a
preview of warm sunny afternoons to come.

Sucia Island
Sucia is the most popular destination in the northern San
Juans—and with good reason. Mooring buoys and anchorages
abound, the beaches are spectacular, and a well-developed network
of hiking trails allows for easy exploration. The main harbors at Echo
and Fossil Bay draw the biggest crowds to be found in the northern
islands, but for solitude seekers, small inlets like Ewing Cove on
the eastern tip of the island are perfect. Ewing offers four mooring
buoys in a sweet little protected cove, shielded from the south winds
by the Cluster Islands, a handful of tiny sandstone-scalloped islets.
A quick trip in the dinghy or kayak will bring you to a delightful cobbled beach and connections to the magnificent Sucia trail
system, on which you can wander through peaceful madrone forests,
explore inviting sandy beaches and access the remarkable eroded
sandstone formations that give these islands their special character.
In fact, a kayak or dinghy launched in Ewing Cove will grant closeup access to the formations that adorn the Cluster Islands, some of
the best anywhere in the San Juans. An idyllic afternoon could be
spent paddling amongst these surreal formations, culminating in
the spectacle of sunset turning the sandstone fiery orange. And of
course, as with any of the northern islands, exploration via kayak or
dinghy is limited only by your curiosity and time constraints.

Active Cove, Patos Island

Sucia boasts the most extensive network of hiking trails in the
northern islands, including an impossibly beautiful stretch from
Fossil Bay to Ewing Cove. All told, there are more than ten miles of
trail and all of it is worthy of exploration. Between the intricacies of
the sandstone formations, picturesque beaches with postcard views
of the surrounding islands, and spring wildflowers, these are trails to
be savored and explored at leisure. As the old adage has it—it’s not
the destination that matters, but rather the journey. On Sucia, the
journey could last for many days—and many visits.

Patos Island
Patos is the end of the line; beyond it are the Gulf Islands
of Canada. And Patos feels like the end of the line. It’s a lonely,
windswept place offering solitude and silence. The only practical
place to park a boat is in Active Cove on the west side, and there
are only two mooring buoys available. On sunny weekends they
are usually full, and the narrow cove offers little in terms of additional anchorages. The quintessentially northwestern Alden Point
lighthouse occupies the tip of Alden Point, just north of the Cove.
A short hike or paddle from the cove, the point is a scenic location
for a picnic lunch. Mount Baker can be seen to the east, rising over
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the mainland like a Norse dream. Of the many vantage points in
which to contemplate our great white volcano, few yield a more
dramatic prospect than that afforded by Alden Point.
Patos Island sandstone
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At the head of Active Cove an exposed spit contains several
spectacular campsites and glorious sandstone sculpture gardens.
The spit also marks the start of the Patos trail. You can cross
through forest to the north side of the island, trace the shoreline
amongst herons and tide pools and beach comb to your heart’s
content.
On the east side of Patos, a small bight at Toe Point is a
hardscrabble—and dubious—alternate anchorage, suitable for
use by very experienced sailors in good weather. A dangerous
reef lies just off shore.
Although Patos is small, it offers a profound sense of isolation. Because of its minimal mooring opportunities, even when
it’s full it’s not crowded, and I’ve been here twice mid-week and
had the island to myself.
The northern San Juans are a wonderful contradiction.
They’re world-famous and wildly popular, but solitude can be
found in their many nooks and crannies. They look out on one
of Canada’s busiest shipping lanes, yet offer quiet to calm the
tempest-tossed mainland soul. They are so close—and yet so
very far away.
Plan your trip in the
Northern San Juans:

Weekend Getaways
Kayak Mothership Tours
Private Charters
Northwest Navigation Co.
Small Ship Cruises

NwNavigation.com
877-670-7863 / 360-201-8184

Right in Your Own Backyard...
The west coast’s largest charter sailing fleet
and sailing school.
Bellingham’s best kept secret!

Washington State Parks
parks.wa.gov
—scroll down to select
your island or park.

Squalicum Harbor Bellingham, WA (800) 677-7245
www.sanjuansailing.com
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